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I’ve just had a look at the code for SQL Compare 11 and I think I can see how you can do it. You
basically have a couple of SQL scripts, one is for development environment and the other is for the QA
environment. The thing is that in the development environment the tables can be different. With SQL
Compare, you can easily see if a change to SQL Scripts are going to have the desired effect, before you
deploy the change to the application. In every case, if the change is not being applied the SQL Compare
message includes the line of script that needs to be run. Since SQL Source Control will only commit the
script with the final deploy, you can connect to it within SQL Server Management Studio and run the
script to test the changes. SQL Compare takes it away by making a single application update
automatically with SQL Source Control. It connects to the application, using a service account that
doesn’t have database access, and compiles and deploys the code. We update the database once, on
application start, instead of once a week, and have never had a problem. If you want to use this, we
need some discussion about what you are going to use it for. For instance, will you be making all the
scripts within the application, within a custom tool or using SQL Compare. We can automate the build
more effectively by adding specific SQL scripts, so they are needed to be in the application. We have
been using Sql Compare for the last 18 months with great results. It works so efficiently, making
databases and scripts version controlled and now packaging the application files, that we don’t have
any need to build applications for the web anymore. Unless, thats, you want to make changes to the
application that match a specific API version.
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i was doing full bore continuous integration of sql server databases in 2007 using redgate tools and
pulse. this was saas company with about a half-dozen web application products, and developer teams

ranging in size from 5-20 (all of whom had database change authorization). there were both multi-
tenant single-server configurations, as well as single-tenant servers the deployment differences are

fairly trivial once the whole process is automated. anonymous claims because we don't know who users
are if they haven't signed in with with a redgate id, we can't show identified users for all activations.
historical activations where a redgate id has not been used will be shown as anonymous. however, if

end users activate again using a redgate id, they will then be shown as identified users for the products
they are using. finding your serial number when you purchase aproduct, you can view your serial

numbers at. you'll need to log inwith the email address and password you provided when you
purchasedthe product. at the time i wrote this we were heavily invested in ssdt with tfs. ssdt is
declarative and the release/build script is done at deploy time or compare time. we automated

development and test deployments, however when it was time for production we would create the
script manually and review/test it manually. we also found memory issues with ssdt compare and found

that redgate was better at it. actually wrote some powershell to automate the redgate compare
command line since we had multiple client databases with the same schema. trial periods vary from14

to 28 daysdepending on the product. if you need more time to evaluate a product, email. managing
your licenses if you've purchased redgate products, you can log in to the to manage your product

licenses.you'll need to log inwith the email address and password you provided when youpurchasedthe
product. after you log in, you can view details of every product you've purchased, including the number
of licenses and serial numbers for each product. for some products, you can view details of who is using

each license, and deactivate those licenses from the website. this functionality is part of a series of
licensing updates (see updates to our licensing system above), and is not yet available in all products.

to see more information about who is using a license, they'll need to have logged in to that product
with a redgate id. 5ec8ef588b
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